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4'7 '3 standards for A, Horne Based Businesses



td) If heavy equipment cannot be seen by abutting neighbors then why
does it have to be garaged or screened? What if someone from a hilltop
can look down on your property and through their binoculars sees two
pieces of heavy equipment. Then what? This needs to be reconsidered
as to its true purpose and re-written.
ti) Any noise activity has to be stated in exact decibel and complaints
need to be verified with the proper verification equipment, not
someone's arbitrary opinion. This needs to apply to ALL residents even
non-business owners.
tj) This needs to exclude gas that one might use for lawn care machines
and heating oil, etc.
[K) What is the purpose of this by-law?
tL) You cannot cite an arbitrary term like "unreasonable," you must
specify weights, dimensions and quantity, size of vehicles, vehicles per
minute, etc. Another example of a poorly constructed by-law, which
leaves it open to abuse by people with their own personal agendas.

4.7.4 Employees
[a) In an era of record high unemployment this is short-sighted,
discriminatory and most likely a civil rights violation.

4.7.5
(a) See above response. This shows massive ignorance of our failing
economy and the need for people to have employment.
[e) No more than 3 vehicles for sale at one time is ludicrous. Again,
what are you trying to accomplish with this by-law?
Should we also limit the amount of'crops for sale farmers can grow, and
animals one can have for sale, countertops one can have for sale? This is
clearly discriminatory to car business dealers and an unnecessary
limitation.
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